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 Abstract: A GUI based architecture for monitoring the operations and controlling the activities of the client 

machines placed in a network by an approach named RMC (Real-time Monitoring and Controlling) system.  A 

client – server approach of the net spy allows the administrator to view those client systems connected to the 

LAN. The network administrator chooses needed clients with the help of their IP address for the monitoring 

process that enhances various events as system information, memory usage, desktop capturing and the tasks that 

are currently running under those clients. It captures the resources and each operation made in the client 

secretly. Here we enroll another process of controlling those monitored resources. The control utility includes 

controlling hardware like keyboard, mouse and also locking the client’s machine. It performs shutdown 

operations on the clients from the server. Combination of the controlling aspect along the monitoring process 

includes a cost efficient approach in maintaining a reliable network.  

Keywords: API interface, GUI interface, screen capture, Net spy and RMC approach.  

 

I. Introduction 
Real-time Monitoring System (RM) is GUI based software for monitoring the clients in a network. Net 

Spy enables an administrator to view the number of client systems connected to a LAN. Client Systems are 

monitored through their IP address. While a client enters a network, it is enhanced with a name and an IP 

address to be registered in the server. Monitoring is efficient in all organizations for maintaining records about 

the clients entering and exiting their network. Various events are monitored such as system information, usage 

of memory, capturing desktop activities and tasks running under clients. System Information contains OS name 

and version, processor detail, hard disk information and RAM details [3]. Monitoring a client can be a security 
operation prevailed over a network to keep a reliable flow of information between client and server. Clients may 

enroll their IP with the server for communication purpose but administrator takes rights on clients to make a 

security service. RM ensures a current state monitoring system which provides a facility of maintaining actions 

of the clients within the network circle. Clients may work against the organization and make them to collapse 

the goal they fixed for the yearly needs. But RM systems are used in their organization to make them secure by 

monitoring those clients and make their motto to be diminished. Most of the monitoring systems ensure traffic 

monitoring by the use of packet analyzer [12]. Operations can be monitored only through the IP addresses that 

are provided by the clients. 

Real-time Controlling system (RC) is an approach engaged only on controlling the clients from the 

server. The server or network administrator in the network controls each activity of their clients enrolled in their 

network. Controlling system is also made using the IP address of the clients. An organization controlled by a 
head, controls all the operations of their employees or clients by giving different rights for each clients. This is 

organized also in networks by enabling some rights for each client [5, 17]. Controlling software enables the 

network administrator to take control of their clients from their server monitor. Administrator enhances several 

rights along the clients for security purposes and maintains the network by provided commands over the clients 

to be performed by the clients to be constant in the network circle. Real-time controlling includes the control 

utility such as controlling hardware support of for the clients and locking their machines if not needed. It also 

performs shut operations on the clients from the server. Enabling this controlling system can make a cost 

efficient process for the server to work through their network. RC enabled networks can be a profitable 

approach for the organizations to work consistently. Servers enable their operation by commanding their clients 

to proceed with their work along server’s interaction on them [18, 23]. Networking enables those clients that are 

engaged along the server to process a schematic referenced structure of data transferring options. Controlling 

state of a system is the value added process of the system with an augmented security over a network 
environment.  
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Fig. RMC Approach 

 

Real-time Monitoring and Controlling (RMC) approach is enhanced with both these operations in a 

single process that can be entitled with the network procedures. Usage of this approach on a network will power 

the system with secure formulae. This approach will process along the performance of the clients and server to 

interact with the processing style of the network. Administrator takes full responsibility of the network by 

working with both monitoring and controlling operation that is engaged in an organization to fulfill their goal. 

Maintenance of the network is enabled with this approach to stimulate a proper security structure of a network 

by propagating through the communication process [4]. 

 

II. Related Works 
In present scenarios, there are softwares performing monitoring options on the network. These 

monitoring approach are implemented in several systems for traffic management. Softwares that can perform 

both monitoring and controlling operations are no more present in this existing environment. It is difficult to 

control the system only with the monitoring phase. Servers or network administrators are enhanced only with 

monitoring the operations made by the clients and if needed to control them, they need to make a separate 

manual process that means reaching them to control their activities. It requires more efforts and also its cost 

expensive. It may need several softwares in engaging both the operations in a network. Manual procedures may 

lead to several failures in control [14]. For enabling an efficient RMC (Real-time Monitoring and Controlling) 

system, we introduce a procedure for making both the operations by the server. This approach includes both 

monitoring as well as controlling the activities made by the clients. Organisations working with RMC can be 
familiar in securing a constant network connection. A network administrator can work easily with this approach 

by organising the network connection in a single software approach proposed [21]. Enabling RMC reduces extra 

burden of purchasing two or more softwares for monitoring and controlling the network. Here server can 

identify a network traffic easily by monitoring each clients working in a network and can control them with 

some system commands. GUI based architecture is also used to enhance a live stream of capturing the activities 

done in the desktops of the clients present in a network [7, 16]. This GUI architecture is enabled for a real-time 

approach of the RMC system. 

 

III. RMC Approach 
a) Monitoring Phase: 

Server lists the clients using their IP address connected to the LAN. The API program is linked to all 

the files in the operating system. API is an interface between the user and the software components used in the 

system. It makes the remote procedure call method to interact with the operating system. IP addresses of the 

clients interacting along the network are listed along the server state [1, 22]. Those clients needed to interact 

along the network are made to register their IP address and their name on the list provided by the server. Client’s 

IP address is used for monitoring them by calling API functions of the client. Server enhances this operation and 

checks or monitors the required details of the clients and makes the GUI interface to enable a real-time 

monitoring to the server [8, 19]. GUI interface makes a graphical representation of the client’s current working 

particulars and furnishes those activities that are made in it.  

 

 
Fig. Monitoring Phase 
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b) Controlling Phase: 

This phase is devised as the second phase of this approach that is proposed to take control over the 

clients connected onto a network. Here the monitored state needs a result of action on the client to make its state 

of action excellent with the help of this phase [6]. API interface plays the main role in this phase by regulating 

the commands that are organized by the server or the administrator in controlling the clients operations. 

Administrator or the server organizing the network make the commands of controlling power over the client 
engaged with them [2, 11]. Forcing the clients to make the work give by the organizer or the server and work 

according to the commands entitled by them is the main task prevailed in this phase. 

 
Fig. Controlling Phase 

 

The server selects an IP address of the client and makes a call for API programming commands to the 

selected client. Client then makes the required operation of the API for computing the task [13]. Thus it 

performs along it for making control operations on the system. Client is enhanced with a regulated operation to 

control its state of work or the traffic engaged by it. 

 

IV. Implementation of RMC 
RMC is based on GUI software interface which helps in making a live monitoring of the clients 

operations. RMC approach consists of two different modules with the Net Spy operation such that Monitoring 

and Controlling module. Here we structure a new net spy device by enrolling both these modules into it, while 

each performs its own task. Both modules make an effective procedure in maintaining constant achievements in 

the organisation. Operations are enhanced according to the goal entitled by the organiser of the network. Clients 

participating in a network are organised with their IP address listed in the server for regulating a systematic 

process of evaluating a solution to the improper work issue of the clients in the field [15, 22]. RMC approach is 

proposed for achieving those requirements of an organisation working on temporal changes made across a 
network. Implementing RMC is basically advised with the administrator’s rights prescribed over a network for 

performing an efficient task that surrounds the contributions of the clients ensuring the same network. Client 

maintains a consistent approach with the server to retain the tasks measured by the organisation which is 

controlled by the administrator of the system. Attributes of the clients are also monitored then and there with 

this approach and controls every actions organised by them to compromises the procedure enforced by the 

administrator or the organiser. 

 
Fig. RMC Approach 

 

a) Monitoring: 

 Clients are monitored along the network to make a secure working strategy. Server makes use of this 

module that performs operations as Screen Capture and Task Manager.  

Screen Capture: Here the live screen is telecasted from the clients to the server. The current screen is 

captured from the client system and is displayed in the server. The administrator or the server enhances an 

efficient watch over the user who works in the system currently. Here the server selects the IP address of the 
client from the client list and makes a call to the specified client with an API program. Also it selects the 
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operation type of the client as a string message that consists of the required operations to be made by the client. 

The client then receives the message and it makes the required solution for the server. The client first checks 

whether the IP call is same as its IP address. Secondly, it works for the server by capturing the screen and it 

converts the screen into a bitmap and it converts the bitmap then into bytes. Here the stream of bytes is 

transferred from the client to the server. Server receives the stream and converts it into a bitmap image and the 

bitmap is displayed on the server as the output of the screen capturing operation. 
Task Manager: Task manager lists all the processes that are running in the client system, including the 

background process. In screen, capture the user can easily cheat the administrator by minimizing the window 

and hiding the taskbar. But the task manager that is abstracted will display all the running process even though it 

is in the hidden state. User may activate several processes at a time that are organized in the task manager for 

ensuring the performance of the current system. Here it makes a specific process to be abandoned which is 

working with errors and may not respond to the system. Administrator can view the processes of the client used 

and also it can perform the required action of the server against the client’s performance.   

 
Fig. Screen Capture 

 

b) Controlling: 

Controlling module is entitled as the important modules of the RMC approach. Here different 

operations are enabled as desktop viewing and performing operations on the displayed information. Controlling 

involves operations as termination, shutdown, logoff or restart operations and so on. Each operation may be 

organized by the administrator or server for maintaining the performance of the network used by several clients. 

Here operations are performed specifically on a client by introducing its IP address on the server message. 

Server selects the IP address of the client which needs the server operation. Here the operation type is selected 

and it is enabled through the IP that is already been selected. IP address and the operation type selected by the 

server is organized as a string message that is sent to the client for enabling its required action. The client 
receives the message from the client, analyses it and performs the needed operations on it. Operations are 

performed by the API interface present in each client system. The message sent by the server first contacts the 

client API interface and makes the calls for enabling several operations on the client system. 

 
Fig. Performs Controlling Operations 
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V. Need of RMC Approach 
Most organizations need an eye on their employees work to fulfill their goals. Thus RMC approach is 

used here for making a real-time monitoring of their employees and makes them work properly by controlling 

them without any physical access. RMC plays the main role in capturing the employee’s screen and displaying it 
in the administrator’s system. Administrator also allows the employees present in the list to be logged into their 

network. RMC helps in terminating the programs that are running improperly in their client system. 

Organizations goals are to be succeeded with a necessary procedural works by the employees but if it is out of 

service in monitor and controlled by the administrator acting as a server [10]. Employee’s system could be 

turned on only when it is registered in the employee’s list at the time of connection orientation. Without the 

presence of the administrator in an organization, systems are not allowed to be accessed by the clients. They 

work on their organization and make a disciplined way of communication between their employees. If any 

operation to be aborted by the client, then the server makes a message to the client to withhold those works and 

work along the organization [6]. If the received message is rejected by the client, the server takes charge on the 

client by terminating their works with the help of RMC approach. Nowadays various educational institutions 

works with RMC approach to favor an excellent education to the students they handle. Education is organized 
through a network where movements of every student are watched periodically. Students are allowed to make 

their listening and writing works through the network based education system that are monitored then and there 

to show a good result in their performance in examinations. Monitoring each and every student to make them 

study well and construct their future with a disciplined environmental state of operations within them [9, 20]. 

Teachers in the institutions acts as the administrator and takes charge of their students activities and make a 

perfect atmosphere over the institution. RMC approach is also used in many applications for favoring a reliable 

state of networking state [7]. RMC approach has secured a reliable and cost efficient software approach over the 

networking field. 

 

VI. Performance Analysis 
Achieving a well disciplined and a profitable growth in an organization is not an easy task of the 

organizer. Employee’s attitude of work should be analyzed at every moment to achieve an affordable goal. 

Organizers or the administrator must monitor every moments of their employee or client present in their 

organization or network. Monitoring alone could not show an efficient result in the organization. With the help 

of monitoring aspects, controlling of each activity of the clients is to be enhanced in this state [15]. Servers are 

not in a safe mode operation such as the clients working in their network can make some illegal source of 

operation against the network. Here the objective of the organization now is set to be with both monitoring each 

activities that are made currently and control them from the organizer’s desk and not with their physical access 

to each employees working in their organization. This objective is achieved through the RMC approach 

enhanced in this paper and makes the organizer to be up-to-date about their employees working details. 

Persistence of the employees over the organizational needs is made to be in a procedure to fulfill or achieve their 
goals entitled with them [9, 13]. While comparing to the present software’s which are organized only for 

monitoring but not present their ideas in controlling the unwanted actions of the clients in the network. RMC 

approach makes a reliable system of monitoring all the current state of each system connected to the network 

and present an interactive control measures on them which could be engaged with any operation that are 

persisting in the system. While analyzing its performance with the organization which is in need of this 

approach, it can be measured to be perfect on their action persisting with this approach that maintains an 

affordable result. This research study with RMC throws light on the extensive use of statistical techniques for 

analyzing the reliable performance of the organizations [21]. The paper also furnishes a summary of the 

requirements in each organization and concludes with an efficient approach. It fulfils all the needs of the 

organizers for organizing their employees. A sensitive study is made along this paper to make the organization 

full interactive with this approach.   
    

VII. Conclusion 
Finally coming to the conclusion of this paper a reliable RMC approach is devised and verified 

successfully. Real-time Monitoring and Controlling system has been designed and developed to the satisfaction 

of end users. Approach is built with a real-time strategic limit that could render both monitoring and controlling 

operations on the clients connected to the network. Administrator needs are satisfied along the specific attitude 

of the clients making their works against the network to establish a negative statics on it. Administrator makes 

use of this approach every time when the clients enter the network at a specific limit. Lists are maintained 

periodically at the server and the connections are established along the response given by the server or 
administrator. The system has been built with the latest technology to make the best of all resources. This 

approach is used specifically in education system to render a perfect study to the students and make them to 

engage with the teachers in a friendly atmosphere. It is also used probably in the organisations which consists of 

employees and works in a network structure to formulate a worthy achievement which regards the organiser’s 
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goal. Here the structural representation of the approach is statistically used all over the system to compromise a 

specific work needed for encrypting a system along the basic situations maintained by the organiser. RMC 

approach is user friendly as it shows a fast response through the administrator. It is simple in working 

throughout the statistical operations made by the clients in the system and it is spied by the organiser or 

administrator who is responsible for the entire work. It is also much interactive with clients and server present in 

the network which formulates an affordable approach to the administrator. RMC approach works easier than 
other systems in the networking environment. Future world is fully based on networking and monitoring of the 

structured networks which becomes an important task. With this approach specified in the paper, we could 

manage any remote system i.e. we can kill a process, shutdown, reboot and also lock a remote system. Several 

enhancements can be made along this paper in future to entitle this software approach to be reliable in the 

networking market. 
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